
Good morning and welcome everyone to episode 3 of 
the EUA series. 

Please make sure that you have your coffee on hand, 
your audio is muted, and you are ready for the final
episode in this mini series – well let’s see J

We will be recording this session and the recording will 
be made available on our websites after this event. 
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Guess who the muddy person 
on the right is?

1. Kyle Sorensen
2. Zerlinda van der Merwe
3. Abri Snyman
4. Mike Addison
5. Michael Schaefer
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Insurance for illegal extension - Sizeable enclosed terrace which will not obtain BC 
approval. Insurance co. is aware of the structure. Is there an obligation in terms of how 
BC to should address the insurance aspect and how?

CM





23.(4) A body corporate must prepare for each annual general meeting schedules 
showing estimates of -
(a) the replacement value of the buildings and all improvements to the common 
property; and
(b) the replacement value of each unit, excluding the member’s interest in the land 
included in the scheme, the total of such values of all units being equal to the value 
referred to in sub-rule 4(a)



Extract from ABC Insurance policy Schedule









How does one go about creating an EUA for solar panels on a roof?

SM







What is the exact process one follows and costs involved in regularizing de facto 
EUAs? 

(asked a few times)



What is the exact process one follows, and costs involved in regularizing de facto 
EUAs?  





What is the exact process one follows and costs involved in regularizing de facto 
EUAs? 

Following this, here is a more direct example – CR

CP garages with a semi bathroom / toilet / geyser in each but de facto EUAs

Would the outside of these gargages (roof) become EUA and thus enjoyer 
responsibility?







Is it necessary to get plans for a thatch lapa in a EUA. Will the BC plans need updating?

JB





If the structure is existing, upon sale of the property and no heritage approval or 
plans exists for this structure, should this be corrected before the sale can take 
place?

LR



How long are municipally approved plans valid for?

ES



Can EUAs be prescribed?

In other words…if someone has had use of common property for 31 years…..can 
they claim ownership?

N.O.



If there is an attempt to regularise EUA contributions, how far back can the EUA 
levy be billed?

AS



We have our EUA levies for EUA gardens charged on per m/2 - derived from budget costs 
related to the maintenance costs of the areas including gardener salaries, equipment and 
irrigation etc.  Are the trustees rightful on this way of calculating the levy.

Can the trustees levy the owner of a developer right an "EUA Levy" for the costs related for 
maintenance and cleaning of the "open area"?

G

(perhaps discuss maintaining versus cleaning – garden services?)



What about certain owners and trustees hijacking "EUAs" that are not registered 
anywhere? I'm talking about garages and carports that are CP but these have been 
claimed.

N.O. (initials by the way….not “No”)



Do EUA rules which confer EU rights need to apply equally to all owners like other rules?

Is there a law that makes EUA inequality a transitional arrangement?

If not, would lease agreements be the answer?

LK



Are vertical surfaces like window frames 
part of the EUA if the rule says the EUA 
‘abuts’ the section.

Views on Regulation 5(1)(m) of the STA?

LK and CR





The light shining onto common property question…….drilling deeper

DL and CR



Many questions and discussion on this diagram



Today’s Prize



Reminders
Next Week 30 August 
Episode 4

3 September – Edenvale
Physical “Pearls of Wisdom Seminar”
Contact mike@addsure.co.za

20 September – Pretoria
Physical – “Lets get Physical” seminar
Contact jennie@multiprofdevelopment.co.za

22 September – TVDM Consultants
September webinar 
Contact info@tvdmconsultants.com
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